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Overview
• Describe Two Approaches 

to Gathering Lessons 
Learned
• Wisconsin
• Oregon

• Challenges that Continue 
in Operations

• FNS Perspective

• Closing Thoughts

• Opportunity for 
Questions/Answers

Focus on Key Areas:
• Project Management
• Education
• Program Integrity
• Vendor Management
• Technology



Approach to Gathering Lessons Learned 
– Part 1

Wisconsin Oregon

How Online Survey Telephone 
Interviews

Online Survey

Who State Staff, Clinic Staff, & 
WIC Vendors

WIC Vendors WIC Clinic Staff

When 9 months post
implementation

End of Pilot 3 months post Rollout

Why Identify changes on 
approach to general
management practices

Identify changes to 
make during rollout

Identify changes for 
future projects



Approach to Gathering Lessons Learned 
– Part 2

Wisconsin Oregon

How Phone interview, Meetings In person interviews, 
Collaborative Session

Who State Staff, Clinic Staff State Staff

When 9 months post
implementation

1 month post implementation

Why Gained more detailed  
information

Identify changes for future 
projects



Wisconsin

• 105K Households
• 1,190 Retailers

• 805 Integrated
• 385 Stand-Beside 

• 2 Pilot areas
• 15 Rollout Areas

By the Numbers

Notable Characteristics: 
• Modified existing MIS (work 

began before EBT Contractor 
on board)

Planning, Design, 
Development

Aug.– Nov. 2014 5 mo.

UAT & Pilot 
Preparation

Dec. – Jan. 2015 2 mo.

Pilot Feb. – May 2015 3 mo.

Rollout June 2– Sept. 2015 4 mo.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Efforts to prepare Wisconsin's MIS for EBT had been accounted for prior to the project.  However, the MIS still had to be modified to interface with the EBT Processors’s system.During Wisconsin WIC’s rollout, they had around:105 thousand households;1,190 WIC approved retailers – 805 of those were integrated stores and 385 were single-function, stand-beside stores.Wisconsin had 2 pilots:Pilot 1 was provided extra-support via meetings and phone calls to prepare.Pilot 2 was provided standard support as intended for the rest of the State.  This allowed Wisconsin to test our plans and training materials for Statewide rollout.Wisconsin chose their pilot based on a matrix with weighted criteria, such as location, size, and retailer readiness.  Wisconsin also chose their rollout groups based also based on location, size and retailer readiness.  For instance, Wisconsin knew they we wanted to rollout boarding counties sequentially to account for participants that live and shop on country boarders.In addition, one of Wisconsin’s large chain stores was making a significant system upgrade that wouldn’t be ready for EBT until the end of their rollout.  So Wisconsin tried to rollout those stores towards the end of implementation.  Likewise, Wisconsin saved their largest population area, Milwaukee County, for last so they could work out any system kinks or issues ahead of time.Lastly, Wisconsin allowed some chain stores to turn on “State wide” once their system was EBT certified and at least one of their stores was “rolled out” so that traveling participants could potentially still use their EBT cards if their destination included stores part of the major chain. 



• 70,000 Households
• Vendors: 

• 490 Integrated 
• 56 Stand-Beside

• 7 rollout phases

By the Numbers

Notable Characteristics: 
• Modified existing MIS (work began 

before final EBT Contractor on board)
• Restarted implementation with new 

EBT Contractor
• Designed in their implementation:

• Allow issuance of two cards per 
household

• Formula Warehouse
• Card Issuance by Mail

Planning, Design, 
Development

Aug 2014 – July 
2015

12 mo.

UAT & Pilot 
Preparation

July – Sept. 2015 3 mo.

Pilot Sept – Dec. 2015 3 mo.

Rollout Jan – Mar. 2016 3 mo.

Oregon



Wisconsin

SUPPORT

READABLE

DISCREET

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first tasks our State worked on after our project started, was applying for a 6-digit Bank Identification Number (or BIN as it’s often referred to) and designing our own eWIC card.Primary considerations for designing our card were: discretion, readability, and support.One of the benefits of using an EBT card is that it doesn’t necessarily single-out WIC shoppers in lane the way paper checks do, so we wanted to honor that and be sure that our card didn’t stand out or highlight WIC too much.We also wanted to be sure information on the back of the card was readable.  So font-size was important.  This meant prioritizing what information to include (or not include) on the card.  How to access support was important as well.  Wisconsin opted out of live support for our cardholders because it afforded us considerable savings on our Cost Per Case Month fees for EBT support and maintenance.  So we needed the card to be obvious about how card holders could get help.



eWIC Steering 
Committee

Local (“Agency”) 
Project 

Advisory Group

Vendor 
Advisory Group

Training Team

USDA FNS MIS Contractor 
(Ciber)

QA Contractor 
(MAXIMUIS)

eWIC Contractor 
(FIS)

(CDP)

Project Management

Be Kind/Patient

Be Engaged/Participate

Work & Update the Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wisconsin EBT project was implemented through teams that could be summarized into 3 groups a follows: State (represented in red), Federal (represented in blue) and Contractors (represented in green).The State team was primarily governed by the eWIC Steering Team with essential sub-teams that included our local agency advisory group, our retailer advisory group and our training teams.   This project would not have been successful without the active participation of these teams as they helped make critical decisions and govern policy changes necessary for EBT.The FNS team participated in many EBT functions right along with us, such as UAT testing and weekly check-in meetings with our EBT contractors.  This made FNS approvals very timely throughout the duration of the project.The contractor teams included the States MIS contractor, our EBT processor (and their sub-contractor) and our quality assurance contractor.Integration, cooperation, and transparency made this approach work well for us.  Individual teams always participated and shared with other teams as much as possible, so that everyone was working from the same page.  That’s not to say things didn’t sometimes get tense or even uncomfortable.  At times like that, it was important to remember: Be kind to yourself and others because this is a huge effort taxing us all.Full participation by all individuals and teams is essential.Update the project plan consistently.



Education

Clinic Staff Clinic  Procedures Participants State Staff

*Phone App made available after implementation

• MIS
• Policy Changes
• Train the Trainer
• Education Buys

• Messaging
• Wi-Fi
• Portable Printers
• Clinic Flow

• Reteach the 
Food List

• “Can’t get it 
now”

• What to do if 
they have a 
problem

• Keep receipts*

• MIS
• Testing
• Vendor Trainings
• Master Training 

Schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin created their education training materials by borrowing best practices from other States and modifying them to suit our EBT design and implementation needs.We also delegated training whenever possible.  We trained select local agency staff that could provide training and support to others in the field.Clinics had to be trained on changes to our MIS while at the same time they were being trained on WIC policy changes such as: how to assign cards to foster children and does a proxy need their own EBT card.Clinics also had to be trained on how to do an education buy with an EBT card.  This experience – having the ability to shop with a real card –helped our local agencies provide support to their participants.   We received lots of positive feedback on this!In terms of clinic procedures, lessons learned from our local agencies were:Remember to update records for auto-dialing, office voice mail, text messagingEnsure your agency and/or sites have dependable Wi-FiInvest in portable, light weigh printers for food listsShape training materials to clinic flowConsider if you want an EBT video in weighting room, group classroom or officeHaving participants perform their initial PIN selection in clinic took longer than expected.During rollout, schedule lightly to accommodate for prep time and consider beginning mid-weekIn terms of lessons learned for our participants, the primary message is:Focus on Approved Food ListWhat they were getting before EBT might not have been approved (ever)What to do when it’s not available – such as keeping their receipts and when possible taking a picture. Important note – since rolling out EBT, Wisconsin has implemented a phone application that participants can use to see if a food item is WIC approved or not, and if they have enough benefits available to get the food which has been incredibly helpful.The main lessons learned for State Staff is that there was a lot more work than expected.State staff had to learn the new MIS changes, policy changes, setting up test labs, learning how to do settlements and financial adjustments, and they were ultimately responsible for vendor trainings across the state.Our vendor unit discovered it was necessary to provide direct support to local agency vendor trainings as many agencies were overwhelmed by all the EBT questions, many of which were outside of the scope of training.  Maintaining a Master training schedule was essential for our vendor unit to keep up with all the extra work.



Program Integrity

Fraud seemed 
to  Increased 

with EBT

Frozen/Canned Fruits 
& Vegetables mapped 

to Generic PLUs

UPCs 
improve WIC 

AuditsNot-to-Exceed 
(NTEs) display on 

Stand Beside 
Point of Sale 

Device Receipts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EBT has shown itself to be an interesting, uneven progression, of improvement when it comes to program integrity and the prevention of fraud and abuse.Based on our lessons learned, there have been some areas that cause us more concern with protecting the integrity of our program since rolling out EBT, while at the same time some things have gotten better - instead of mixed basket, we are getting a mixed bag.On the plus side, having redemption data available to us at the redemption level has been a significant improvement for WIC.  The amount of redemption data and details help support fraud and abuse cases. It takes the human error out of the equation.On the minus side, Stand-Beside POS device receipts show the total adjustment amount and State staff believe that stores are using this information to charge higher prices.  Additionally, with EBT there is no rejected check fee if the store exceeds the NTE amount, so there is no consequence for increasing prices.Another struggle with data integrity for the program is the mapping of fruits of vegetables, or better said, lack of mapping.  Because fresh fruits and vegetables don’t have UPC codes, stores should map their store produce to a standard Price Look Up codes – often referred to as a PLU.  Unfortunately, this doesn’t always happen either because the store doesn’t know how or because the store is using stand-beside terminal which doesn’t include any fruits or vegetables on the Approved Product List.  The result is either that the fresh fruit or vegetable can’t be purchased with the WIC EBT card or the fresh fruit or vegetable is mapped to a generic PLU code and nobody really knows what was purchased – fresh, frozen, or canned apples?



Vendor Management

• Vendor WIC 
Contract 
Addendum

• Moratorium

Management

• Major 
Corps./Chains

• Third Party 
Processors (TPP)

• Value Added 
Resellers (VAR)

• Training (all stores) 

Communication

• Inexperienced 
VARs and their 
stores

• Level 3 
Certifications, Live 
Shopping 

Validation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons learned for vendor management can be grouped into 3 categories: management, communications, and validation.For management, it’s important to have a strong “Vendor WIC Contract Addendum” to be sure that retailers understand the new rules.Wisconsin also chose to have a moratorium where they took a break from processing New Vendor Applications (WI May 21, 2015).  Upon making this decision, we were sure to notify or major corporations and chains so they could submit applications for new stores early.Lessons learned related to communication involved things like knowing who to contact when a store had an issue.  For example, technical or system support for POS Stand-beside Terminals is very different from Integrated Stores.  The state also learned early that it was important to train all stores on eWIC changes rather than leaving it up to corporate offices.   Other lessons learned included:Consider participant travel (do you want to train all Wal-Marts in the State or only the ones in a rollout area). Keep Major Corporations and Chains well informed.Make sure stores know they can accept WIC Checks and EBT cards at the same time from different customers.  (Some stores refused paper FIs during rollout (because they got confused). With EBT, we learned that it’s important to verify and validate that what people say is working really does work.  For example, we had Value Added Resellers (referred to as VARs) with the same name as another VAR but different people.  The assumption was made the VAR understood EBT system changes when in fact they did not. Similarly, we would be told stores were ready for EBT only to find out they weren’t really working.  Therefore, our State makes a strong case for validation.  Do your level 3 buys – live shopping at stores with a production EBT card – testing all functions possible BEFORE rolling out an area, even when a store is a part of a chain that has previously rolled out in another area.We sometimes found stores that had several lanes processing EBT correctly, but not all.  It gets tricky, a little bit complicated in how system changes are rolled out so always error on the side of caution.



Technology

UPC Collection

Technical Glitches Training/Testing

APL Updates

Invest and Prepare for:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it comes to technology, there are several lessons to learn.  I’ll be focusing on UPC collection, technical glitches or issues, and APL updates. Lesson learned related to UPC Data Collection include:Invest in equipment, our State used a mobile tray for their laptop while collecting UPCs in stores and I’m told it was the best decision they made.  (No bending over a shopping cart to enter prices.) Buy gloves because (brrrr…) collecting UPCs in freezers or refrigerated coolers can get “achy” cold.Plan for time to do data clean-up because you will run into surprises like UPC codes with 13+ digits that maybe you weren’t expecting. Also, copying data from websites can import non-displayable characters in your file that cause computer systems to fail.  In our State, we copied lots of UPC data from web browsers, unknowingly copying HTML tags and non-displayable ASCII codes - such as hard returns and spaces – that literally crashed retailer computer systems and no one could figure out why.  (They couldn’t see it!)Other lessons learned related to UPC: when defining Categories & Sub-Categories for your foods, consider how verbiage will be used on interactive voice response systems and web pages that provide benefit balances to your participants.  For example, do you want to say: containers, jars, ounces, 0.5 gallons or ½ gallon. In terms of technical “glitches” with training or testing, some of the things we ran into included:Training videos that didn’t work.  Our media wasn’t always compatible with others’ browser settings and operating systems; so be sure to test ahead of time and have a backup for alternative solutions to the extent possible.Training or testing location fire walls can cause issues for POS Terminal Connections.  We had to setup our own UAT test labs and training centers for local agencies, and we sometimes had to work with IT to create holes in fire walls so that the POS terminals would work. For lessons learned related to APL Updates, we discovered that some stores maintain their own system inventory of WIC approved foods and if their inventory doesn’t match our APL, they won’t add it to their system!  Stand-Beside Point of Sale Terminals can also have failed updates because:Their POS terminal isn’t plugged into a functioning electrical outlet at night.Their Internet Connection isn’t working.A software or configuration defect with the device is preventing updates. Or, in our case, there were rules embedded in the device software indicating when an update will occur such as:If there POS processes SNAP and WIC, it must be in neutral mode (neither SNAP or WIC) or else the update will not occur.There must have been a WIC transaction on the device within the last 24 hours or else the update will not occur.  The goal here is not to scare you, but rather share what we learned so that it might help each of you.  Besides these hardships, there was also much positive feedback received.  Retailers telling us how much easier EBT is, and local agencies telling us how much easier the rollout was than expected.  There are great advantages with EBT, and there are some headaches.  As it was once shared with me, a retailer noted to one of our State managers: EBT is awesome most of the time, when it works.  But those rare occasions when it doesn’t, phew…. it gets tough.



Oregon



What Worked Well Improvements for Next Big Project

Had both Technical 
and Business Project 
Managers 

• Better clarity on roles and responsibilities of each
• Better coordination between technology project 

manager and development manager

Created Cross-Team 
project workgroups

• Try to limit the number of workgroups
• Make use of existing program teams
• Better clarity on purpose and scope of each

Project Leadership 
Team of workgroup 
Leads + Managers 

• Meeting 2x per month was too often for some
• Send agendas well in advance and allow opt- out if 

agenda isn’t relevant to all workgroups

Project Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons gathered from collaborative session with QC contractor Maximus.



Project Management

• Frequent communication and 
transparency with all 
stakeholders

• Developed decision-making criteria and 
process for Leadership Team

• Weekly Project Status Meetings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We developed decision making criteria and a process for our leadership team – to help clarify what workgroups could decide on their own vs. what had to go to the leadership team. This included a decision recommendation form for the workgroup to describe the rationale behind the decision, who they consulted with, and the pros and cons of the issue to help the leadership team make an informed decision.We held weekly project status meetings with all parties – our processor, QC, QA, and key project staffFrequent communication and transparency with all stakeholders worked well for us too - we did:Weekly state office huddlesMonthly status reports for local agencies and vendorsUpdates at stakeholder meetings



Education

• Webinars 
• Clinic eWIC Readiness Toolkit (CeRT)
• Monthly Technical Assistance 

Conference Calls 
• Face-to-face training on MIS changes, 

policy updates, etc. for all staff

For Clinic Staff:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A big focus for us was on education for local clinic staff:We hosted webinars – we held them live and recorded them to post on our website. Topics included changes to our MIS, clinic flow, converting participants, managing caseload, and participant and shopper educationWe developed a Clinic eWIC Readiness Toolkit (CeRT) – included recommended preparation activities, tasks and a timeline (for example, at T minus 3 months it’s recommended that you do this, T minus 2 months this, etc…)We held Monthly Technical Assistance Conference Calls for local agency staff so they could ask questions of state staff and share ideas with other agenciesWe also did face-to-face trainings on our MIS changes, policy updates, etc. for all staff – clinic staff reported this was the most valuable, it brought everything together and made them much less nervous when it was time to go liveLink to the CeRT, webinars, and materials on the last slide



Lessons Learned from Clinics

During go-live:

• Add 5-10 minutes per appointment
• Schedule fewer appointments/day
• Cut back on number of classes

• Explaining the new 
process to everyone can 
be exhausting for staff

• Expect surprises!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explaining the new process can be exhausting for staff – it’s like seeing brand new participants all day. We scheduled our go-live start dates on Mondays, but we’ve heard that it works better to start mid-week so staff aren’t so burned out by the end of the week. And our local agencies did special things for their staff like kick-off events, self care kits (with lots of chocolate), and potlucks.And no matter how hard you try to think of everything and plan for all scenarios, know that there will be surprises!



Lessons Learned from Clinics

• Send Local Agency staff out shopping!

• State issued compliance/test cards 
• 1-6 per agency depending on size/# of 

locations)

• Benefits: non-perishable foods

• Local Agencies donated 
foods to local food banks

• Next up – state staff 
shopping 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extremely valuable!  Would have been great if we could have done it earlier, ideally before rolloutAlso helps local agency staff get familiar with the resources available to participants and cardholders:Smartphone appCustomer service lineWeb portalStore receipts



Program Integrity

“They wouldn’t let me 
get ____. I have always 

gotten that.”

“They said I went over 
the dollar amount for 

WIC.”

“The cashier didn’t know 
what they were doing….”

“I had to pay for it 
myself!”

Complaints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
eWIC brought an increase in complaints reported to the state and the local agencies. Here are some of the most common things we heard…The most frequent complaint was from shoppers who were surprised when they couldn’t buy an item they were used to buying in the voucher world – because it wasn’t actually WIC authorized. There was definitely a learning curve for shoppers and vendors as the APL became the “WIC police” instead of the store cashiers.



• Transition until adequate volume of eWIC data

• Redemption Amount. High mean, low variance

• Foods. Category volume/mix

• Transaction.  Manual card 
number entry, time of day

• System.  Integrated vs. Stand 
Beside POS Devices

Program Integrity –
High Risk



Program Integrity 
– Investigations

• Allow time to transition compliance 
activities

• Use realistic account balances

• Faster investigation set-up & 
completion time

• Few substitutions, explore mixed 
basket buys

• Inventory audit accuracy



Vendor Management –
Lessons from Rollout

• ‘Moratorium’ 
(‘Vendor Readiness’) 
9 months wasn’t long 
enough, 12 would have 
been better

• Test as many stores as possible

• Be flexible with your test schedule 

• Test over the phone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some things we would have done differently if we’d had more time or resources.Test every store – And if not every store, as many as possible. If this isn’t possible during rollout, continue in-store testing/training after rollout.Be flexible with your test schedule – One large chain and several VAR stores weren’t ready when we were in their area testing, and equipment shipping and installation for stand beside terminals was very rocky during pilot. With a lot of communication and process refinement, this was much smoother during rollout. We also found that it was helpful to communicate directly with the VARs instead of the individual stores.Use the phone – Some stores can be effectively tested over the phone! Especially stand-beside terminals, since they are simpler to operate than an integrated system. Keep in mind that in order to do testing over the phone, the system must be capable of manual card entry.Moratorium timing – we did a 9 month moratorium (1 month before pilot to 2 months after rollout) but should have made it longer to accommodate all of the time needed to get stores tested and up and running successfully, get all of our materials updated, and get all of the queued up applications processed. 12 months would have been better. And we’re hearing that FNS and others are moving away from the term “Moratorium” and using “Vendor Readiness” instead.



• In-store training

• APL process 

• Produce mapping 

• Mid-transaction receipt 

• Customer service

Vendor Management –
Lessons from Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons from Vendor Training:In-store training – In-lane training for cashiers is invaluable. Visit as many stores as you can. Not just to make sure the system works, but to show cashiers hands-on how it works so it feels easy to them and makes it easy for WIC shoppers.APL process – Just because your state agency controls the APL and stores are “required” to download the current one doesn’t mean it’s that simple. Some systems have a secondary process in place where the items need to be “flagged” as WIC in order to go through – this can be controlled at the corporate level and can be either an automatic process or a manual process. Talk to your smaller ECR providers to find out how their process works, because stores will call you first or think it’s a WIC problem if a food won’t go through.Produce mapping – Produce mapping was a big new concept for us and our vendors. We were told the ECR providers would train on this but they often didn’t. We’ve seen some great step-by-step guides for stores from states like Washington that are requiring their vendors to map from the beginning, which we wish we had done. That would be much better than trying to scan all of those fruit and vegetable UPCs for your APL!Mid-transaction receipt – We talked about this concept in our vendor trainings and to participants and said it was essential to review. Most systems print them automatically – and while it may look like receipt garbage to most people, it’s very important to review. Carefully reviewing it can help prevent shoppers from thinking the store made them pay for foods they thought WIC was going to cover.Customer service – We thought that once cashiers no longer had to “police” what foods WIC shoppers could buy, all was going to be right in the world. But we were wrong. Shopping for WIC is still confusing for shoppers and understanding why some things go through and some don’t is confusing for both shoppers and cashiers. Reading a balance receipt is confusing. Looking at a mid-transaction receipt and trying to figure out what was covered and what wasn’t in a big, mixed basket transaction, especially when it’s bagged, is no easy task. Just be prepared for this in terms of cashier and shopper training – good customer service is always essential!



Technology

• IVR, web portal, 24/7 live customer 
service with language line 

• Multiple databases for MIS development 
and testing

• MIS load/performance testing highly 
recommended

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the standard customer service automated interactive voice response (IVR) and web portal, we opted to have FIS offer 24/7 live customer service with a language line.  Our customer service line gets around 20,000 calls per month, with about 300 of those going to a live person.It was great having multiple databases for our MIS development and testing – we had development, UAT, production, and a practice database we used for training, which local agency staff could then use to practice back at their clinics once they were done with training and before they went live.And if your state is updating your existing MIS to accommodate EBT, I would highly recommend doing some load or performance testing before going live. We didn’t do that due to time and resources, and experienced locks and slowness we didn’t see during testing. And we’re actually still dealing with those issues today, more than a year after fully rolling out EBT.



Technology –
WICShopper App

• Over 50,000 families 
have registered their 
cards

• Used in 125,000 
shopping trips per month

• Great for notices like 
Farmers Market, recalls, 
food list updates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone loves the app!  Shoppers, local agency staff, even retail vendor staff have it on their phones.  Shoppers can scan an item to see if it is an Oregon WIC approved food, and because the WICShopper app is linked to our processor, FIS-CDP, they can see if they have enough benefits to purchase it.



Technology –
WICShopper App

New feature

• Way for shoppers to submit product 
info, UPC and image

• Helps keep our APL up to date



• Learn federal requirements 
and when FNS approvals or 
reviews are needed.

• Discuss concerns of the 
project or changes in 
anticipated costs or schedule 
early.

• Communicate where help is 
needed.

FNS Perspective

Communication 
is Key!

Maintain Regular 
Communication with Your 

Regional FNS Office



Closing Thoughts

• You Don’t Have to Reinvent the Wheel – Other States may have a 
solution or a tool you can use

• You Don’t Have to Do it Alone – Contractors can perform some tasks 
like: live shopping, reporting to FNS, UPC collection, transition 

• Set Aside Time to Think About Transition* – define new 
processes/responsibilities related to tasks like manual adjustments, 
production test transactions that are not voided, system certifications / 
POS system upgrades, vendor/cashier training

*Looking to the future, there may be a need for FNS guidance/support on dealing 
with challenges in Operations



Online Resources* Weblink

OR eWIC Showcase. A 
webpage with lots of
presentations and 
materials

http://www.oregon.gov/oha/ph/Healthy
PeopleFamilies/wic/Pages/ewic.aspx  

WI Shopping for WIC 
Foods Presentation.
Describes shopping 
with EBT Card

https://connect.wisconsin.gov/ 
dhsshoppingforwicfoodsboth/

WI Vendor Applicants.
Information provided 
to retailers about cash 
register systems

https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/wic/ 
vendor/cash-register.htm

*For additional information and resources, feel free to contact us

Michelle Bostick 
FIS 

(formerly with Wisconsin WIC)
608-267-9002

michelle.bostick@fisglobal.com

Katharyn Daun 
Cognosante Consulting

916-765-1541 
Katharyn.daun@cognosante.com

Jennifer Nagy
USDA-FNS

Jennifer.Nagy@fns.usda.gov

Kim Word
Oregon WIC

971-673-0069
Kimberly.m.word@state.or.us

Any Questions?
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